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Executive Summary

The purpose of this report is to is to inform Committee of the actions of the Head of
Corporate Property, Procurement and Resource Solutions, following consultation with
the Convener of Infrastructure to sign a Development Contract with the preferred Non
Domestic Energy Efficiency (NDEE) framework bidder following successful conclusion
of the recently issued Invitation to Mini Competition (ITMC).

The NDEE framework was developed by the Scottish Government to provide a
mechanism for the Public Sector to deliver energy efficiency work in non−domestic
public buildings. This provides the Council with a quick and compliant route to market
for energy efficiency works.

A formal notice was published on the Procurement Contract Scotland website and eight
expressions of interest were received. Meetings were then held, at various sites where
the projects will be delivered. There were 5 contractors who attended these meetings.
Tender returns were received on 29 September 2017 from two contractors. All others
declined to submit a tender return.

Following initial evaluation of the tender returns received based on compliance to the
ITMC and the Council's minimum requirement's it is apparent that one bid is compliant.

After review the evaluation team were satisfied that the one compliant bid met all the
ITMC price and quality criteria. The next step is to progress the investment grade
proposal phase with the preferred bidder which will allow a contract to be awarded.

The timescale for programme completion of the works is the 31 March 2018, which is a
requirement of SALIX, the external funder who is contributing 50% towards the project
costs. To achieve the completion deadline a contract award date in early November
2017 is required.

The projects included within the contract include the installation of a variety of energy
saving equipment ranging from LED lighting, boiler replacements, pipework/fabric
insulation, thermostatic radiator valves (TRV's) and also renewable technologies.
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Recommendations

1. Committee is asked to note that in accordance with the delegated authority
given to the Head of Corporate Property, Procurement & Resource Solutions
and following consultation with the Convener, that a Development Contract be
signed with Eon (Matrix Control Solutions) to the value of £949,974.99.

Supporting Documents
Report to Education Services Committee dated 16/01/2017
Non Domestic Energy Efficiency & Project Development Unit Frameworks

t Background

1.1 The NDEE framework was developed by the Scottish Government to provide a
route to market for the delivery of retrofit energy efficiency works to existingnon−domestic

public buildings.

1.2 The framework has been developed over the past three years by the Scottish
Futures Trust (SFT), a public funded infrastructure delivery body, combined with
assistance by the international engineering consultants Mott MacDonald.

1.3 The framework is managed by Scottish Procurement, who are part of the Scottish
Government, and has been developed to help public sector bodies progress their
energy efficiency projects within their estates in order to achieve the legislated
2020 emission targets. The framework provides a list of twelve pre−selected
contractors that the public sector can call−off to retrofit energy efficiency works.

1.4 The use of the framework on this occasion will be targeted at 12 council buildings
and will assist in the delivery of projects totalling £950k.

1.5 Match funding of 50% has been received from SALIX that will be re−paid out of
the savings generated.

2. Report

2.1 Following approval of the Education Services Committee in January 2017 to use
NDEE framework, NLC Corporate Property, Procurement and Resource
Solutions (CPPRS) staff engaged with Mott MacDonald to prepare an ITMC for
the delivery of various energy efficiency works at 12 Council properties.

2.2 The ITMC was issued in early September 2017 and following site specific audits
completed as part of this ITMC process, the properties which have been selected
for inclusion in the NDEE project comprise;

4 No. High Schools;
3 No. Primary Schools;
2 No. Sports Centres;
1 No. Town Hall;
I No. Concert Hall; and
1 No. Corporate Office Building.
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The properties were selected on the basis of perceived opportunities for energy
efficiency savings and because previously identified capital works were required
to be delivered at these locations. These capital works were categorised within
the ITMC as Mandated Works.

2.3 The ITMC detailed the Authorities Minimum Requirements which are;

1. £950K maximum capital spend; and
2. 8 Year maximum payback.

This project is funded from a mix of £500k in the CPP&RS capital plan and a
previously secured £500k Salix Recycling Fund.

2.4 The ITMC was issued to the 12 NDEE Framework contractors and expressions of
interest were received from eight contractors

Multiple bidder meetings were hosted by NLC and Mott MacDonald which
included site visits to the majority of the properties in the ITMC. The bidders
meetings were attended by five separate contractors.

Tender returns were received on 29 September 2017 and two returns were
received. Following evaluation of the bids and a moderation meeting, one
compliant bidder was identified.

2.5 Due to the timescales required to carry out the various works, linked into external
funding requirements, there is a requirement to commence on site in early
December 2017, meaning that a contract award date in early November 2017
must be achieved.

3. Implications

3.1 Financial Impact

The compliant bidder, Eon (Matrix Control Solutions), have submitted a bid with a
capital expenditure value of £949,974.99 with a payback period of 8 years.

The compliant bid will realise estimated annual savings in utility consumption of
£118,830 per annum, assuming the consumption at the time of the contract
remains consistent.

3.2 HR/Policy/Legislative Impact

There are no specific HR/Policy/Legislative impacts arising directly from the
approval of the proposal.

3.3 Environmental Impact

Further consequential improvements in addition to the financial savings will be
realised in the form of improved control and building environmental conditions
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along with an. increase in renewable energy solutions through the use of solar
thermal panels for hot water generation will also be achieved.

3.4

4.

Risk Impact

If the contract is not awarded in November 2017, the programmed completion
date cannot be achieved. This will have a potential impact on the external
funding and also the programmed expenditure of CPPRS capital plan.

Measures of success

4.1 The project will realise estimated savings of £118,830, assuming the conditions
remain the same going forward. In addition it is anticipated a further 2543 tonnes
of CO2 will be saved as a result of the works thereby reducing the overall carbon
footprint of the Council whilst also reducing future CRC (carbon reduction
commitment) payments.

Head of Corporate Property, Procurement and Resource Solutions
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